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About the Repository

The ICMC-USP Time Series Prediction Repository (Figure 1) is intended to provide a communication channel between the Laboratory of Computational Intelligence at the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science at University of São Paulo, educational institutions, and the academic community to make available on the Internet, datasets, computer programs, research results, as well any other information about our projects involving the Time Series prediction (forecasting) field.

Figure 1: Content managed by the ICMC-USP Time Series Prediction Repository

Email addresses: parmezan@usp.br (Antonio Rafael Sabino Parmezan), gbatista@icmc.usp.br (Gustavo E. A. P. A. Batista)
Currently, the repository has 100 temporal datasets publicly available to community stakeholders. For information about how to use and cite these datasets in your publications, please visit our online archive (Parmezan and Batista, 2014). For any other questions, do not hesitate to contact us.
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